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Consider a {0, 1}-valued process modelling a simple repair system: 0 indicates 
working order, 1 repair. Life times and repair times are independent and identically 
distributed respectively, we start with an unused component at time t = 0. Interest 
is in the probability p(t) of being in repair state at time t, life time and repair time 
distributions are regarded as known. 
This is a typical applied probability situation: classical theory deals with 
asymptotic behaviour of p(t) as t~oo; known cases, i.e., where p can be given 
explicitly, are very rare. 
We regard such simple models as functions relating the quantity of interest o 
some given input quantities. In a variety of models this function admits a Taylor 
expansion about a known case. The resulting approximation often displays relevant 
features of the model which are inaccessible by asymptotic theory. 
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The subject of dependence concepts and related inequalities for random variables 
and, more generally, for stochastic processes i one of the most widely studied topics 
in probability and statistics. Very often, analysis of dependent multivariate processes 
relies heavily on the study of the distributional aspects of two or more hitting or 
first-passage times. The properties of such random times have been well documented 
for processes exhibiting specific dependence structures uch as the Markovian one. 
Whereas uch traditional settings have been fruitful, stochastic modelling of hitting 
times per se in order to account for positive or negative dependence among such 
times is often either necessary or expedient. For example, in many reliability 
problems, it may be possible to observe not the processes themselves but only 
terminal events such as failure or death of systems and any information as to the 
nature of dependence among first failure times will be useful in the estimation and 
prediction of the system reliability. Besides, such direct modeling of random times 
may bring forth new inequalities for the underlying processes. 
Ebrahimi (J. Applied Prob. 24 (1987)) has initiated a direct approach to the study 
of dependence structures of hitting times of bivariate processes. Following his 
approach, positive and negative dependence notions and properties thereof will be 
presented for more general multivariate processes. Inequalities for the zeros of the 
Brownian Motion process and for the reliability of systems will be given as applica- 
tions of our concepts and results. 
